Following closely the approach to optimal economic growth taken in the work of Frank Ramsey [11], a highly simplified two-sector model is presented in which the " overhead capital " sector exhibits increasing returns to scale. Basic properties of the optimal growth path are discussed. From an economic standpoint, the model might be relevant in bearing on some basic issues of development programming. Mathematically, this kind of a model has an interesting structure because it is a combination of convex and concave sub-problems.
INTRODUCTION
In the context of development economics it is useful to distinguish two types of capital according to how round-about a role each plays in producing output. One type, the quantity of which is denoted K, is the ordinary directly productive quick-yielding capital which, when it is combined with labour, creates output according to classical laws of production. A second kind of capital, Kl, is the indirectly productive infrastructure which lays down the basic framework within which directly productive economic activities can function. Capital of this variety has come in for increased scrutiny by development economists. At least in part this is due to the growing suspicion that , capital, comprising those essential services without which ordinary production cannot operate, plays an especially important role in the early stages of economic growth.
For the purposes of this paper the total capital stock of the economy is thought of as being partitioned between two sectors-K. belonging to the ac sector and Kl to the , sector. This being the case, it becomes a fair question to ask for operational criteria which can be used to distinguish ac from , capital. Unfortunately it is difficult to be precise about this issue. For one thing it depends upon how aggregative a view one is prepared to take.
Considering an entire economy on the most general level, ,B might consist of all social overhead capital including public service facilities for education, scientific research, sanitation engineering, public health, and law enforcement, agricultural overhead such as drainage and irrigation systems, and hard public utilities like transportation, communications, power and water supply installations. A somewhat more satisfactory interpretation might limit / to the hard public utilities. There is even an interesting way of looking at this model which restricts the economic scenario to manufacturing and treats , as structures, cx as producers' durable equipment.
For the purposes of this paper probably the most useful formulation is the middle one which treats , as overhead capital for producers' services. In any case, the basic features are taken to be the following. 
OPTIMAL GROWTH IN A MACROECONOMIC MODEL
The social utility of consuming amount C(t) at time t is taken to be U(C(t)). The instantaneous utility function U is monotonic increasing, concave and differentiable. For simplification the condition lim U'(C)= oo is imposed, guaranteeing non-zero consumption for all time. Finally, it is necessary to make a boundedness qualification of the form sup U(F(K,)) = B < oo.
KC 2 0
Ramsey called the least upper bound B the bliss level. A state of bliss would be attained (in the limit) as consumers became sated with goods or as the effects of capital saturation were so pronounced as to make it impossible to increase production past a certain output no matter how much investment were undertaken.
For a given consumption path {C(t)}, Ramsey defined his social welfare criterion V[{C(t)}] as a sum of the difference between instantaneous utility and the bliss level:
There is no a priori reason why this evaluation integral ought to be finite for any given {C(t)}. Should V be equal to -oo for each of two consumption paths, there would be nothing to recommend one over the other; however a path yielding a finite value of V would be preferable to both Equation (7) is the famous Keynes-Ramsey rule of optimal allocation. Along an optimal path both capital and consumption grow monotonically until one or the other goes to or asymptotically approaches its saturation level. The other variable goes to or asymptotically approaches a corresponding level which is determined from the production function. Thus the bliss level is reached at least asymptotically. An optimal solution is shown in Fig. 1 
OPTIMAL CAPACITY EXPANSION
Now temporarily neglecting oc capital entirely, treat { Y(t)} and {q(t)} as if they were prescribed data. { Yf(t)} is considered in the present context to be a fixed final demand schedule which must always be fulfilled. Thinking of q(t) as the cost in current terms of investment funds at time t, the present discounted cost of creating extra capacity AK at time t is q(t)H(AK).
The least cost capacity expansion problem is to schedule capacity {K(t)} to meet final demands { Y(t)} at minimum total present discounted cost. Mathematically, the problem is to find times t1, t2, ... and capacity increments AK(t1), AK It is easy to see that along an optimal path, R(fi) = if(fi). No extra capacity will be installed while some excess capacity already exists. With q < 0, it pays to postpone intended construction until the day when some must be undertaken because full capacity will have been reached.' A typical minimum cost policy is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF THE BASIC MODEL
Having treated separately the Ramsey and Capacity Expansion problems, we are in a position to tackle the main problem introduced in Section 3. Properties of the present model are vaguely recognizable as some sort of a rough combination of features belonging to the two simpler problems. As we shall see, the optimal solution will combine, in a well defined sense, the Ramsey and capacity expansion optimal trajectories.
We use the same objective as Ramsey. However, in the context in which it is presently
employed, [U(C)-B]dt is denoted W[{C(t)}] to avoid confusion.
The problem is to select times t t, ... and to choose values for the instruments 
Y(t) C(t) s I(t) Ia(t) , IXt,X( n SK(1i) to2 max W[{C(t)}] [U(C(t))-

Y(t) _ Kf(t) . . . (19) C(t) + I(t) = Y(t), ...(20)
Ia(t) +IX(t) =I(t) . ..(21)
Ka(t) = Ia(t), . .. x AK(n) E Q". Being real valued and continuous under the product topology on the compact set Q", 0 n =O must attain a minimum for some value x AK(n) E Q", concluding the proof.
n =O 1 This simple conclusion is an example of a " regeneration point theorem ". Such a result greatly simplifies computation because the search for an optimum can be limited to full capacity regeneration points and these can typically be efficiently examined via the appropriate dynamic programming algorithm. 2 For economy of notation, positive values of AX and positive changes in Ka have been restricted a priori to discrete times {f1}. In fact this is a vacuous restriction because condition (1) implies that even with the possibility of continuous adjustments available, an optimal policy would always call for jump adjustments in Ka at certain distinct times. For times t # li, it is useful to interpret AX(t) and AK0(t) as being zero. Note that AX(fi) is defined as minus the algebraic change in X at time li, so that AX 2 0. In terms of economic development, [t*, t*] represents a big push period.' During this time all investment is being funneled at a constant rate into the as yet unproductive overhead capital project. As will presently be demonstrated, big push stages are likely to be more predominant in the earlier stages of development. From the viewpoint of social policy, the big push is probably a critical time because no real growth occurs and consumption is stagnant.
Let p(t) represent the value of an extra unit of output at time t imputed in terms of the evaluation integral. Obviously p(t) = U'(C*(t)), so that p(t) = q (t-L
t) _ 1 <t<t*. p(t) = q(ii), t,* < t _ t*, i = 1, 2, ....
For t belonging to the Ramsey growth phase (71, t, the dual price declines over time; an extra unit of output is worth more if it is received early because it could be productively invested in a capital to yield increased future returns. However, in the big push phase [t,, it] the social output price is stationary; whether received early or late in a big push stage an extra unit of output cannot be used to increase returns but could only be invested in non-directly-productive generalized inventory.
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
The strategy of proof can be easily outlined. A consumption path {Ce(t)} is efficient in the usual sense if it is feasible and if, for any other feasible path {Cf(t)} with the property 00
Cf(t) ? Ce(t) for all t > 0, [Cf(t)-Ce(t)]dt = 0. We frst exhibit three obvious efficiency conditions (a)-(c).
Any candidate for an optimal path must satisfy these three criteria. Next, considering only comparisons among paths so restricted, we show that an optimal solution must belong to an even more exclusive family of paths with special additional features. Finally, the proposed solution is shown to be an optimal member of this family of special paths. , ti+ 1) instead of (i-1, ti) .
The three efficiency conditions are: (a) If F(K.(t)) < Kp(t), no investment in X occurs at time t. This condition specifies that all investment must go into building a capital if there is excess ,B capacity. Let T be the first time later than t when F(K,-(T)) = Kp(t) (if this never happens, T_ oo). With F(Ka(t'))<Kp(t'), there is no loss of generality in restricting AX(t') to be zero for t ? t'<T. It certainly won't depress consumption
. If t E R, F(Ka(t))<K ,(t), and, from (a), I(t) = I"(t). Let i = 1 S-U [, tiJ. For t'eS, F(K,(t'))=Kp(t'), and (b) stipulates thatI(t') = IX(t'). Thus
Optimal values of IX(t) and C(t) are constants for t E [ti, ti]. They are equal to the optimal values, respectively, of I,(t) and C(t) in the solution of problem (29)-(33) at t = ti, since at that time equations (34)-(36) and (42)-(44) are identical. Using the same reasoning, IX(t) and C(t) from (42)-(44) are also equal to the optimal values of I,(t) and C(t) at time t = ii for the free-time fixed-endpoint problem which is identical to (29)-(33) except for taking place over the interval (ii
These results justify the basic features of an optimal policy as they have been depicted in This concludes the proof.' An interesting side result is that W* =V-.
The maximum social objective is less than the optimal value of the Ramsey problem by the social cost of implementing the cheapest feasible capacity schedule.
CAPACITY EXPANSION AT A CONSTANT GEOMETRIC RATE
The features of an optimal capacity schedule can be particularized by restricting the general functions H(AK), Y(t), and q(t) to specific parameterizations. Here we consider a constant elasticity investment cost function of the form2 This quantifies the generally accepted notion that infrastructure is somehow a much more important ingredient in the growth of an underdeveloped than of a mature economy. The increased significance of big push stages during the early years of development means more time spent in no-growth stagnant consumption phases awaiting the completion of overhead facilities. Of course the present model over-emphasizes certain structural rigidities, but the conclusions accord well with the customary feeling that the creation of social overhead capital is a more formidable barrier to growth in a less developed economy.
